
  

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter will conclude the result of analyzing the data.  It will include 

Some special words used by bird traders and bird lovers in Mojokerto, The Time 

When the bird traders and bird lovers use such special words.  Besides, it will 

conclude The reason why the bird traders and bird lovers use such special words. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 After finishing the analysis, the writer gave a conclusion and suggestion 

about the research.  It is for summarizing the analysis in chapter IV.  Besides, this 

chapter is for giving useful thing in writing about sociolinguistics, especially 

about special words used by bird traders and bird lovers. 

 

5.1.1 Some Special Words Used by Bird Traders and Bird Lovers in 

Mojokerto 

 From this research, it is concluded that in sociolinguistics study, it is able 

to get some language varieties especially about the jargon among the bird traders 

and bird lovers in Mojokerto, like Kacer, Lampung, Kepala Emas, tledekan, 

Latpres, nyeklek, ngerol, and ngetem. Murai, in Javanese Language means manuk 

Murai Batu and it is a name of bird Murai Batu which has long tail, different 

colors in its body and tail.  When it produces  sound it will shake its tail p and 

down (its for Murai Batu  from Sumatera).  While Murai Batu from Kalimantan, 

it will puff up its chest when it produces sound; ngurak, in Javanese Language 

means wulue mbrondoli , ngganti wulu and it is a condition of a bird that falloff 

its feathers/ loss of its feather  because the they have  been already old.  Besides, 

the bird wants to renew its feathers; Nenggar, in Javanese Language means Dikeki 



  

kurungan gede nggo nglatih stamina and it is described as given bigger cage for 

practice its stamina in order to be able to produce sound longer in a contest; and 

etcetera. 

 

5.1.2 The Time Bird Traders and Bird Lovers Used The  Special Words 

From the analysis in chapter IV above, we can get some information about 

the time when the bird traders and bird lovers used the words can be predicted.  Of 

course, when there is an activity relating to bird. For example, in bird trading in a 

bird market or in a bird lovers’ house.  Besides, it is also used in a bird contest. 

 

5.1.3 The Reason of Bird Traders and Bird Lovers  Use The Special Words  

The writer conclude that the reason of bird traders and bird lovers use the 

special words is for making the communication effective and easier and more 

practical to be expressed than it has to be described each special word that is used 

by bird traders and birds lovers. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

This study has not been final yet.  However the writer suggests to other or 

next writer to be more enthusiastic in writing about sociolinguistics especially 

when deals with special words in social communication because it has many 

knowledge about language. The role of code switching and code mixing in this 

research or maybe other   sociolinguistics study is expected to be a good thing in 

communication. 



  

 

 

 

Situation 6 (4-4-2010) 

Speaker  A :   Aku  nduwe Tledekan 

loro, gak crito? 

Speaker  B :  Iku ya ngunu digawa 

nang Mojokerto. 

Speaker A :  Kapan?  Latpres? 

 

Situation 6 (4-4-2010) 

Speaker A :  I have two Tledekan,  

did he tell about it? 

Speaker B :  It was taken to 

Mojokerto. 

Speaker A :  When? Achievement 

practice? 

 

 

 

 


